RatingsNow

RatingsNow is a crucial investment tool that is used by financial institutions and investment firms to automatically populate their internal databases.

RatingsNow provides an automated delivery of the DBRS Morningstar Credit Ratings universe, which can be easily integrated within any company’s internal database. With DBRS Morningstar standing behind the feed, licensees can proceed with confidence in their data integrity, knowing that the information is backed by accurate and current ratings.

- Reduce risk, time and resources
- Easy integration and programming via SFTP
- Direct placement of DBRS Morningstar ratings into your database in ANSI format
- Security identifiers for easy mapping
- Adherence to regulatory and compliance guidelines
- 35 security fields
- Daily or monthly updates
- Historical ratings available
- BULK and Portfolio feeds available
- Security Identifier
- Security Identifier Type
- Issuer Name
- Debt Name
- Debt Type
- Current Rating
- SF Modifier
- Current Action
- Publication Date
- Is Active
- EU Rating
- DBRS Debt ID
- Rating Event ID
- Current Trend
- Debt Term
- Debt Security Type
- Debt Rank Type
- Country Code
- Currency Code
- Coupon
- Maturity Date
- Industry Group
- Issuer Rating
- Re-Remic
- Unsolicited
- Recovery Rating
- Vintage Year
- DBRS Issuer Identifier
- DBRS Issuer Name
- Issuer Rating Currency Type
- Common Security Identifier
- Security Rating Date
- Legal Entity Identifiers (LEI’s) – Issuer LEI, Issuing CRA LEI, Endorsing CRA LEI

COMPANY OVERVIEW

DBRS Morningstar is a full-service global credit ratings business with approximately 700 employees around the world. We’re a market leader in Canada, and in multiple asset classes across the U.S. and Europe. We rate more than 3,000 issuers and nearly 60,000 securities worldwide, providing independent credit ratings for financial institutions, corporate and sovereign entities, and structured finance products and instruments. Market innovators choose to work with us because of our agility, transparency, and tech-forward approach. DBRS Morningstar is empowering investor success as the go-to source for independent credit ratings. And we are bringing transparency, responsiveness, and leading-edge technology to the industry.

DBRS Morningstar ratings are also available via our Authorize Redistributors:

Bloomberg®  BLACKROCK SOLUTIONS®  REFINITIV  RIMES  SIX  Financial Information  FACTSET

Contact us today for package and pricing options
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